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DISCLAIMER
Financial Advice :This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a
legally enforceable commitment to contribute. This white paper also does not
constitute any form or part of any opinion that can be construed as advice, or
that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token,
nor shall it be construed as a part of any effect that can be used in the
formation of a contract or an investment decision.

Compliance with tax obligations :Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any,
taxes, if any, apply to their transactions. The Website's owners or authors are
not responsible for determining which taxes apply to transactions.

Investment risks :Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for all
investors. You should carefully evaluate your investing goals, level of
expertise, and risk appetite before opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or
any other digital asset.
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INTRODUCTION
Kishita Inu aims to unlock the potential of blockchain technology in the
sports business. The Kishita Inu is combining the sports industry, talent and
charity into one user-friendly place.The total global sports market is
estimated at $1.1 trillion, with participation expected to reach 3.5 billion
people by 2025. The youth sports industry is projected to reach $77.6 billion
globally by 2026. This token and platform will be the first of its kind and will
change the sports experience for the player, fan, and consumer!

What is Kishita Inu
We are proud and honored to introduce you to the Kishita inu Soccer player
on Binance Chain.
Kishita inu is an eco-friendly cryptocurrency with the aim of helping funds to
youth football clubs in troubled countries around the world.It is our mission
to strengthen football through empowering the youth and allowing them to
have the opportunity to stay out of trouble. Our mission is to help ease the
financial burden facing youth football clubs as we showcase the potential of
the Kishita inu token, as a lucid digital currency with an extremely low cost
token accessible to everyone around the world. What better way to do it than
through donating 3% of all the transactions to youth football clubs in troubled
areas around the world.
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PROBLEMS
COVID-19 has proven itself a devastating opponent for professional sport
around the world. Major events have been cancelled or postponed, and the
financial security of many athletes and teams remains bleak.
In football, for example, there are fears that even the top clubs in Europe
could lose €4 billion over the next two years. Meanwhile, lower league clubs
are said to be facing an existential threat.The outlook remains worryingly
uncertain.
To begin with, clubs will be concerned with managing short-term financial
worries.But there is also an urgent need to think about the longer-term
implications for economic survival.

Nelson Mandela once said,

“sport has the power to change the world.”
If that’s true, the four billion soccer fans around the globe today hold the
greatest amount of power. Soccer enjoys a popularity level almost double that
of the next most popular sport.
Inherent in that popularity is a responsibility to give back, to use that
influence to impact some of those who hold the sport in the highest esteem —
the world’s poor. In truth, soccer and poverty often exist together, but poverty
is the unwanted relative that has overstayed its welcome.
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OUR MISSION
Strengthen football through empowering the youth.
Helping fund youth football clubs in troubled around the world.
Help them to have the opportunity to stay out of trouble.
To Get back youth from violence and Gang involvements.
To show the potential of our coin by helping poor soccer players.
To donate 3% of all transactions to youth clubs.
To design an incredible wallet that allow youth clubs to accept
cryptocurrency as payments or donations.
To give 3% reward to every holder on per transaction.

CHARACTERISTICS
Token name : Kishita
Token symbol : KST
Total token supply : 100,000,000,000,000
1% Automatically burn on every transaction
3% Automatically transfer to charity Wallet address
3% Distribute among all holders as per their holdings or
investment
7% Tax will be charged on every buy and sell
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TROUBLED COUNTRIES
"A CHILD WHO DOES NOT PLAY IS NOT A CHILD"

-PABLO NERUDA

1,000,000,000 Number of children worldwide living in poverty
(United Nations Develpoment Programme).
INDIA
CHINA
NIGERIA
BANGADASH
CONGO
INDONESIA
PAKISTAN
TENZANIA
ETHOPIA
KENYA
While poverty negitivly effects children, they can easly take there minds off
their current situation and just be kids, using the soccer as an escape.
With such poverty affecting 1 million children worldwide, little to no money
can be spared for thier enjoyment, despite a child's need to play.
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ROAD MAP
COIN MARKET CAP
PANCAKE SWAP
LISTING.
LISTING FIRST NFT

DONATION CLUB
CEX LISTING
PARTNERSHIP.

Q1 2023

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

KISHITA INU
APP WALLET.
FOTBALL CLUB
PARTNERSHIP.
MORE TO COME
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TOKENOMICS
BURN
DISTRIBUTION
DONATIONS 1%
3%

3%

DEVELOPMENT
10%

MARKETING
10%

LIQUIDITY
73%
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THANKS
TEAM KISHITA
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